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In describing tools for internet security, this title focuses on understanding the system architecture of existing security and on developing architectural changes for new security services. Topics include security threats in wireless networks, security services for countering those threats, and the process of defining functional architecture for network systems. Kempf also discusses examples of wireless Internet security systems such as wireless network access control, local IP subnet configuration and address resolution, and location privacy. Each chapter describes the basic network architecture and protocols for the system under consideration, security threats, functional architecture, and the important internet protocols that implement the architecture. This is an ideal resource for graduate students of electrical engineering and computer science, as well as for engineers and system architects in the wireless network industry.     

       Approaching wireless Internet security from the position of system architecture, this text describes the cryptographic and protocol-based tools for Internet security, highlighting their application in wireless networks. Rather than dealing with specific standards or products, the focus throughout is on the architectural and practical design aspects of wireless security systems.     

       About the Author
   
James Kempf is a Research Fellow at DoCoMo Labs USA and has been active in systems and software research since he was awarded his Ph.D. in Systems Engineering from the University of Arizona in 1983. Prior to his current position, Dr. Kempf worked at Sun Microsystems for 13 years, where he was involved in a variety of research projects, including, in 1994, a prototype of a SPARC-based tablet computer with early 802.11 supports. His research interests include wireless internet security, new internet architectures, and immersive user interfaces for wireless terminals.
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Android Application Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Welcome to Android Application Development For Dummies, the first For
	Dummies book that covers Android application development. When
	I was contacted to write this book, I was ecstatic about the opportunity to
	spread the wealth of knowledge that I’d picked up over the past year and a
	half of Android development. I hope you enjoy...
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Emotional Design: Why We Love (Or Hate) Everyday ThingsBasic Books, 2003
By the author of The Design of Everyday Things, the first book to make the connection between our emotions and how we relate to ordinary objects-from juicers to Jaguars. Did you ever wonder why cheap wine tastes better in fancy glasses? Why sales of Macintosh computers soared when Apple introduced the colorful iMac? New research on emotion and...
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Korn Shell: Unix and Linux Programming Manual, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2000
If you are a Unix or Linux Shell programmer, this book will provide you with the practical advice and technical tips you will need in order to become proficient in all aspects of the Korn Shell and enhance your programming skills. From basic introductory concepts through to advanced programming techniques, you will learn how to-  
Customize...
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Create Stunning HTML Email That Just WorksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	In the business world, on the other hand, people neither know about nor care about “HTML email”; they just want a nice-looking email newsletter that drives people to open it and read, click, or buy.


	This book is for web designers who are looking for a way to design and build effective HTML emails for their clients or...
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Visual Basic 2012 Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2012


	IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT SIR ISAAC NEWTON was the last person to know everything. He was an

	accomplished physicist (his three laws of motion were the basis of classical mechanics, which defi ned

	astrophysics for three centuries), mathematician (he was one of the inventors of calculus and

	developed Newton’s Method for fi nding...
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Game Architecture and Design: A New Edition (New Riders Games)New Riders Publishing, 2003
Game Architecture and Design: A New Edition is a revision of the classic that you have been waiting for! This is a detailed guide to game design and planning from first concept to the start of development, including case studies of well known games. Originally published in 1999, Game Architecture and Design, has been updated by the original authors...
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